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Samokat publishing house

In 18 years, Samokat has published award winners and 
long-seller authors from all over the world. From its very first 
books, Samokat has been speaking openly to readers of all ages 
by breaking stereotypes, highlighting the most up-to-date social 
issues, respecting human values and protecting children’s rights.

Samokat is an independent children’s books publisher in Russia 
since 2003 and intellectual leader of the Russian children’s book 
market with more than 600 titles in its list.

Our mission is to help create the Russian market of modern 
children’s books according to the highest world quality standards.

In 2015, Irina Balakhonova, Samokat’s founder and editor-in-chief 
was awarded the Jeri Laber International Freedom to Publish Award 
from Association of American Publishers.

In 2018 she received the Revizor prize as the Editor of the Year 
by The Russian Book industry.



Worldwide Recognition

Since 2004 Samokat’s titles are frequently selected 
by The White Raven annual catalogue

In 2019 Samokat has published 5 of 16 Russian 
books that were selected for the exhibition 
of 1001 Outstanding International Books 
organized by the Bologna Book Fair in Moscow.
Two of them were selected for the dPICTUS 100 
oustanding picture books exhibition at the Frankfurt 
book fair the same year. 

First and only Russian publisher shortlisted for 
BOP – Bologna Prize for the Best Children’s 
Publishers, so far included in this list three 
times: 2018, 2020 and  again in 2021  
(Fingers crossed!!)



Current contests

Our authors and illustrators are awarded prestigious Russian 
and international prizes:

Biennial of Illustration Bratislava 
"Eugene Onegin" present 
in BIB 2021

"The Apartment" shortlisted 
for the 2021 UKLA Book Award

"How Does a Lighthouse Work?"
Is nominated for the prestigious
French Prix Sorcières 2021

https://www.dropbox.com/s/b7f52v6nqypan3u/SAMOKAT_2021_KVARTIRA.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/scc6bvhzxjxa94m/SAMOKAT_2021_MAYAK.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/iqvzrxpagc0txfi/SAMOKAT_2021_ONEGIN.pdf?dl=0


Our style

Samokat strives to combine careful texts selection, high 
quality translation and innovative arrangement of book 
space. Readers across Russia and abroad recognize our 
books for their unique visual style.

careful selection

high quality 
translations

 thorough work 
with illustrations

setting up a new picture 
of book tradition

 creating reading environment



Our audience

children

young adults

parents

teenagers

toddlers



Samokat’s contest

To encourage and stimulate demand among our young readers 
and to offer new possibilities to young illustrators, four years ago 
Samokat launched its own contest, THE BOOK INSIDE.

Our efforts bring their results and today our talented authors and 
illustrators introduce their new impulse with different styles and 
visions, keeping their unique languages and different interests. 
It’s essential for us to support their originality and independence. 
That is how we present to the world such a diversified catalogue.

We support young Russian and foreign artists and attract 
them into the world of children’s books
 

The contest aims at choosing not just the best illustrations but the 
best book project – from the idea to its realization

Four categories: Non-Fiction, Picture Books, Parenting 
and Graphic Novels

The contest winners’ works are published by Samokat
 and included in our Rights catalogue

 The book inside



The Apartment

 The Apartment: A Century of Russian History
Alexandra Litvina, Anna Desnitskaya

This picture book tells the story of a six-room Moscow apartment 
throughout the 20th century through little residents’ diary records, 
historical facts and description of simple household items  
of different historical periods. The readers, reflected in the 
microcosm of the apartment, are invited to immerse into the events 
shaping Russia and the world: upheavals and triumphs, wars and 
revolutions, days of glory and darkest hours.

We open the door into our own home and talk openly about 
ourselves. Many things were left unsaid for a very long time, it is high 
time to change it.

There is also a workbook (6+) based on this book. Different tasks will 
help children to learn more about their family’s story. 

One Century, One Family, One Story. 
Discover the closed pages of the Russian history.
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77 000 

COPIES PRINTED 
WORLDWIDE

Diploma of the Russian Book
Illustration Contest 
“Image of the Book”

Nominated for the
Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis 

Shortlist of the Prix
Sourcier

1 of 16 Russian books included 
in the exhibition of 1001 
Outstanding International Books 
(Bologna Book Fair in Moscow, 2019)

Golden Apple (Biennial
of Illustration in Bratislava)

Innovative book project
(Internet voting Revizor)

2016 2018

2019

2019

2017

2017

Foreign rights: genya@genyagency.ru
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 Trans-Siberian

 Trans-Siberian
Alexandra Litvina, Anna Desnitskaya

Stitching the patchwork of Russia, the Trans-Siberian Railway (or just 
the Trans-Sib in short) is the longest railway in the world. It has been 
connecting people, their lives, stories, and history for more than  
a century. For Russia and for the whole world, it is  
a complex symbol: tragic, romantic and heroic at once. This book 
unravels the railway through stories told by local people living along 
the Trans-Sib, allowing readers to immerse themselves in an iconic 
journey through everyday experiences.

In the book you will also find information about regions and stations 
with some pieces of advice for travelers, as well as short historical 
notes and tips on how to organize your life in the train in which 
people spend a whole week. Even if you are not planning to embark 
on a real Trans-sib train, you will enjoy this virtual dream tour. 
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It is high time to break stereotypical image and 
embrace Russia with all its diversity.

2020  The Book of the Year. Category
“To Children of the XXI Century”  

Foreign rights: genya@genyagency.ru
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The Survivors
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The Survivors. The Great Terror.
Students of HSE Art and Design School

The word Gulag (an acronym for the Chief Administration of 
Corrective-Labor Camps and Colonies) has become a symbol of 
unlawfulness, life on the edge of death, slave work and human rights 
abuse. Every tenth didn’t get back from the camp. Many famous 
people worked at Gulag: the writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the 
rocket engineer Sergei Korolev. This book tells about fates of six real 
people – victims of mass repressions. They had different professions, 
social status, political views, they lived in different regions of the 
Soviet Union. But all of them were unjustly accused, convicted and 
shot down.

What does one person’s fate and life mean, when 
a government makes its big decisions? These short 
graphic novels tell stories of six real people unjustly 
imprisoned in the USSR between 1930th and 
1950th. They are six here but they were up to 20 
million there.

Foreign rights: genya@genyagency.ru
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Everybody Does It!

It is high time to turn taboo subjects into the way to 
learn about the world!

‘Everybody Does It!’ and ‘All Mammals Do It!’
Alla Belova, Boris Voytsekhovsky

Every organism generates gases! And there is nothing to be ashamed 
of! This funny and educational book explains what happens  
to gases inside all human beings. Homer and Shakespeare wrote 
about farting. Some fish, animals and insects communicate by means 
of gases. Alla Belova made great humorous illustrations and science 
editors checked all these and many other surprising facts. 
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The Volcano That Was Angry

The Volcano That Was Angry
Natasha Bayduzha
It’s a story of a little Volcano that often gets angry and destroys 
everything around him. This book does not teach to cope with anger, 
to control temper, to be nice and sweet. We will just keep an eye on 
the character and maybe will recognize ourselves or some of our 
loved ones. It’s not a guide to follow, it’s not a warning or advice, but 
the author wants to suggest taking a few steps aside to look at the 
anger. And everyone will come to their own conclusion – or won’t!
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Sometimes outburst of emotions is inevitable, 
especially if we speak about a volcano, 
a very young one.

Foreign rights: genya@genyagency.ru
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 Grasshopper

 Grasshopper
Tatiana Ukhova
It is a hot summer day in the countryside. The world around is full 
of beautiful and intriguing creatures. Children are left to their own 
devices. A lonely girl meets a lonely grasshopper. What will this 
occasional meeting result in? 

There are no words in this book. But sometimes you don’t need 
words: you just have to open your eyes and listen –  
to understand how fragile this world is.
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A truthful and striking picture book about 
responsibility and respect for nature, friendship and 
freedom, curiosity and learning from mistakes.  

Foreign rights: genya@genyagency.ru
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The Walrus

  The Walrus Who Didn’t Want to Be a Walrus
Dasha Dimitrova, Maria Scaf
Looking at the fantastic winter scenery, we learn a story of a little 
walrus who doesn’t like being a walrus. He pretends to be a polar 
bear, a penguin and even a reindeer but it is impossible to hide his 
true nature. The little walrus is so unhappy until one day he realizes 
that his so-called weaknesses could be turned into the advantages. 
His life changes when he understands how great it is to accept and 
love himself as he is – a strong walrus, though little yet.  
 
Dasha Dimitrova has created this book under the impressions from 
her trips to the North which she is in love with.

Many people find it difficult to accept themselves. 
And children are no exception. This book shows 
that sometimes we can wish to be someone else 
and it doesn’t mean that we are bad the way we 
are. 
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Samokat’s bookstore and gallery



Contacts

Editor-in-chief: 
Irina Balakhonova

Foreign rights agent: 
Genya aGency
Evgeniya Ekadomova 
genya@genyagency.ru

office 1, 18-1, Malaya Ordynka
Moscow, Russia 119017
tel.: +7 495 506 17 38

CATALOGUE SPRING 2021

samokatbook.ru
samokatbook

mailto:genya%40genyagency.ru?subject=
https://vk.com/samokatbook
https://www.facebook.com/SamokatBook
https://www.instagram.com/samokatbook/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/y0r9lfbanp36r5r/Genya_SAMOKAT_Catalogue_Spring_2021.pdf?dl=0
http://samokatbook.ru

